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Chapter 5:: A Trails Plan for Abilene

Trail Concepts for Abilene
There are already existing trails in Abilene looping throughout many of the parks and there is a newly
constructed trail that encircles the Abilene Christian University campus. The goal of this plan is to connect
the existing trails with other recreation, residential, and public facilities throughout the community.
Results from the telephone
The purpose is to create a well connected trail system that reaches all residents and destinations
survey revealed that:
in Abilene.
▪ Walking/jogging/
Trails appeal to everyone. Whether young or old, active or wanting no more than a few minutes
running was the number
out in a beautiful area, all of us can find something to do on a trail. This trails plan recommends
one favorite recreational
a variety of trail types in all areas of Abilene so that everyone can easily access and use a trail
activity in Abilene
that appeals to them.
among respondents.
Abilene has many corridors that lend themselves to creating a citywide system of trails. There
▪ Trails were the second
are two lakes and several creeks that continue throughout the City. Cedar, Elm, Little Elm, and
most common facility
Cat Claw Creek can all serve as corridors for trails and greenways. Also there is the opportunity
that respondents felt
to construct trails that encircle both Lake Fort Phantom and Kirby Lake. Enhancing trail
was lacking in their part
opportunities throughout the City will not only preserve open space, it will provide an alternate
of Abilene (water park
mode of transportation for the residents.
was number one).
Opportunities to create trails and linear parks in Abilene have been repeatedly noted in each
▪ Trails were ranked as
park and comprehensive plan prepared by the City of Abilene since the 1970s. The corridors
the number one most
are available in most cases, and simply lack funding to develop the trail facilities and associated
important facility to
amenities. Citizen support and the desire to build these facilities is very high, and points to the
build or add.
need to make trail building a very high priority over the next five to ten years.
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Potential Trail Users in Abilene
Trails should be designed to accommodate a variety of users. Activity on a trail
lends a sense of safety and comfort to a trail and encourages others who are
not as active to use the trail. Users of trails may include:
▪ Walkers seeking exercise and recreation are typically relaxed and enjoy
walking along a pleasant corridor. These users may include senior citizens,
parents with children, or someone walking their dog. Walkers may occupy a
significant portion of the trail due to walking side-by-side.
▪ Joggers and runners use trail corridors for exercise and activity. The higher
speed of these users may conflict with slower users of the trails. Softer trail
surfaces, such as decomposed granite, are preferred.
▪ In-line skaters require more space on the trail because of the swinging
motion of their arms to increase momentum. Like joggers and runners, the
speed of in-line skaters may conflict with slower users of the trails.
▪ Recreational and inexperienced bicyclists use trails for exercise and
activity. These users are interested in scenic appeal, connectivity of the trail
system, and prefer more interesting trail alignments rather than trails that
favor high speeds. This group may also include children going to school.
▪ Mountain biking users can travel on crushed rock or more natural trail
surfaces and prefer trails with challenging terrain.
▪ Higher speed, experienced bicyclists and commuters are typically more
interested in higher speeds. These riders often favor roadways over offstreet trails for the speed, as well as connectivity to employment centers
among commuters. For off-street trails, alignments with shallower curves are
favored by these users, and because of the higher speeds increased trail
widths are recommended to reduce conflicts with other trail users.
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Categories of Trail Types
Trails in Abilene should encompass several key types of facilities, each with its own size and character
requirements. The Abilene Trails Plan is based on a core system of regional and community trails,
supported by neighborhood sidewalks and looped park trails. The trails system will link community
destinations with an integrated network of trails designed for users of all ages, skill levels, and
environments.
Design standards are an important component for a working trail system because they outline the
recommended minimum requirements and additional support items for all types of trails. At a
minimum, trails should follow the standards established by the American Association of State Highway
Transportation Officials (AASHTO). These standards have been developed and refined over a
significant period of time and offer the most comprehensive safety standards.
Where feasible, though, those standards should be exceeded. This is especially true for multi-use trails,
signage, lighting, and traffic signals and detectors. In some specific cases, variations from AASHTO may
be acceptable to respect the character or special conditions of an area. Recommended trail types are
discussed in greater detail below.

Type of Trail

Recommended
Trail Width

Regional Trails

8’ to 12’

Table 5-1 Trail Type Standards
Surface
Material

5’ to 8’ (6’
minimum
preferred)
6’ to 10’ (12’ to
15’ for visibility)

Concrete
or asphalt
(concrete
preferred)
Concrete,
asphalt, crushed
granite
Natural surface,
crushed granite

Sidepaths

8’ to 12’ (10’
preferred)

Concrete or
crushed granite

Sidewalks

4’ to 6’

Concrete

Looped Park
Trails
Nature Trails

Regional Trails
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Access Points

Minimum
Corridor Width

Every 1/4 to 1/2
mile (maximum 1/2
mile walk to access
point)
Within parks

Other Amenities

Varies - 50’ width Parking, locator maps,
minimum
water fountains, shade
shelters, bike racks,
signage
8’ to 12’ to
Benches, water
allow for a grass fountains, shade trees
shoulder zone
Varies
8’ to 20’
Signage, bridges as
necessary to pass
creeks
15’ (5’ minimum Streetscaping elements
Adjacent to major
arterial and collector from back of curb including trees, benches
streets
preferred, 1’ to and lighting
property line)
Adjacent to
Crosswalks, signage
neighborhood streets

Regional trails are intended to provide access from one part of
the City to another. In essence, these trails become the “spine”
system for the City, providing an easy route to travel longer
distances. Regional trails should be a high priority, since they
provide the connectivity between many different parts of the
City. These trails are typically at least’ in width, but in some cases
may be up to 12’ in width where a significant volume of users is
anticipated. Most regional trails in Abilene will be constructed
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along the creek corridors. These trails should be constructed with concrete. If adequate width is
available, a softer surface path separated for runners can be added adjacent to the concrete trail.

Looped Park Trails

These trails are contained within a park and can often be up
to one mile in length to be used for exercise and fitness. The
width can vary from 5’ to 8’ depending on the number of
expected users and demand. These trails can be made of
concrete or asphalt, or of a softer surface such as crushed
granite. Benches and shading along these types of trails is
important to create a pleasant user experience.

Nature Trails

Natural trail types typically are a compacted earth surface. Nature trails should be
at least 6’ to 10’ in width, but in some cases may be 12’ to 15’ in width to allow for
greater visibility within the understory. Normal obstructions such as roots, rocks and
understory vegetation should be cleared from the walking pathway. An additional
2’ to 4’ shoulder zone is desired on either side. Bridges and drainage crossings
should be constructed using wood and timber materials, and should be rustic in
appearance. Potential natural corridors exist around the area lakes in the City. Use
trail surfaces that create an atmosphere that is compatible with the natural beauty
of the corridor and that result in a very pleasant trail environment.

Sidepaths and Sidewalks

Often times the best route corridors are adjacent to major
collector or boulevard streets. Unlike sidewalks, sidepaths are
wider, at a minimum width of 8’ but 10’ wide is preferred, are
constructed with concrete, and usually include amenities such as
decorative light fixtures, landscaping and ground cover, and
varying surface treatments at intersections and crosswalks. The
overall sidepath width should be at least 15’ to 20’ in width, to
allow for at least 5’ of clearance between the street curb and
the walkway and another 1’+ between the walkway and the
adjacent property line. In many cases additional width may be required to accommodate drainage or
other utilities. Key corridors for this kind of treatment in Abilene include portions of Treadaway, Ambler,
South 27th, Buffalo Gap and other main roadways.
Sidewalks are an important component of an overall plan to improve walk ability. Sidewalks that
are a minimum of 6’ wide are recommended along collectors and arterial roads. Sidewalks invite
walking, and wider sidewalks tell pedestrians that they can walk side by side and that the walkway can
accommodate significant volumes of walkers. Similarly, streets with no sidewalks convey the message
very clearly don’t walk here. Sidewalks also provide safe routes for children to travel to school.

Other Specialized Types of Trails

Paddling Trails – Unique paddling trails could be developed along the
edges of Lake Fort Phantom and Kirby Lake. Canoes or kayaks could be
used for these paddling trails, and marker poles with information could be
added to create interest. Boat launches will be necessary for those trails.
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Equestrian Trails - Both lakes also offer great opportunities for lengthy trails for
horseback riding. Locations to ride horses are rare so close to a major city, and offer an
opportunity for a unique recreational venue in Abilene. Equestrian trails require additional
clearance and a separate initial quarter mile trail for horse droppings. Parking for trailers
is required, and a close-in permanent stabling operation greatly increases the use of these
trails.
On-Street Bicycle Facilities - On-street bike lanes are
i t d d tto accommodate bicycles. Routes should be added to the
intended
already existing facilities in Abilene. Specific facilities for bicyclists
include striped bicycle lanes that are a minimum 4’ (5’ is preferred
for inexperienced rider comfort) in width from the street edge of the
gutter pan, or in some cases where there is additional pavement width
a buffered bike lane is preferred that provides more separation for the
bicyclists from vehicles either by a physical barrier or a buffered striped
zone of 1’ to 2’ in width.

Trail Features and Amenities
In order for the trails system to be a successful community amenity, the trails should appeal to a
wide variety of users. To achieve this, the trails should be designed to provide a high level of user
conveniences. The demographics of the community include both elderly and young users. These groups
will use the trail more often if amenities are provided. Recommended trail amenities include:
▪ Water Fountains provide drinking water for people (and pets in some cases).
▪ Bicycle Parking Racks allow trail users to safely park their bikes if they wish to stop along the way,
particularly at parks and other desirable destinations.
▪ Interpretive Installations and Signs can enhance the trail experience by providing information
about the history of Abilene. Installations can also discuss local ecology, environmental concerns, and
other educational information.
▪ Art Installations make a trail system uniquely distinct. Local artists can be commissioned to provide
art for the trail system. Many trail art installations are functional as well as aesthetic, as they may
provide places to sit and play on.
▪ Restrooms are appropriate at major trailheads or as previously existing in city parks along the trail
route.
▪ Pedestrian-Scale Lighting improves safety and enables the trail to be used year-round. It also
enhances the aesthetic beauty of the trail. Lighting fixtures should be consistent with other light
fixtures in the City, possibly emulating a historic theme.
▪ Trail Furniture, such as benches at key rest areas and viewpoints, encourages people of all ages to
use the trail by ensuring that they have a place to rest along the way. Benches can be simple (e.g.
wood slats) or more ornate (e.g. stone, wrought iron, concrete).
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▪ Maps and Directional Signage provide information so that users can navigate the trail system.
A comprehensive signing system makes a trail system stand out. Information kiosks with maps at
trailheads and other pedestrian generators can provide enough information for someone to use the
trail system with little introduction - perfect for areas with high out-of-area visitation rates as well
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as the local citizens. The directional signage should impart a unique theme so
trail users know which trail they are following and where it goes. The theme
can be conveyed in a variety of ways: engraved stone, medallions, bollards,
and mile markers. A central information installation at trailheads and major
crossroads also helps users find their way and acknowledge the rules of the
trail. They are also useful for interpretive education about plant and animal
life, ecosystems, and local history.
▪ Information Kiosks provide trail users with information and the rules and
regulations of the trail. Often an overall trail system map is posted at a
kiosk. Involving school children, university students and civic organizations in
the research, design and construction of these kiosks would be an excellent
community activity.
▪ Trash Receptacles and Dog Waste Pick-up Stations are important trail
features that can help keep the trails maintained. Periodic containers at access
points should be provided. Additionally, dog waste pick-up bag dispensers
should be placed at trailheads and key neighborhood access points along the
route. Signs should be placed along the trail notifying dog owners to pick up
after their pets.
▪ Trailheads and Access Points - A very high level of accessibility is desired
for trail corridors. More access points increase a sense of security, since they
encourage ready use of the trail by area residents. A well used trailhead will
most likely be at parks. Access points should be as little as 1/8th of a mile
apart for neighborhood trails, and
typically no more than a 1/4 mile
to a 1/2 mile for all other trail
types. Major trailheads can be
spaced 1/2 mile or farther apart.
Two types of neighborhood trail
access points include access from
adjacent neighborhood streets and
access from specific trailheads in
parks.
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Pedestrian Bridges and Underpasses
Pedestrian bridges and underpasses provide access across barriers that would otherwise hinder
connectivity of a trail system. Pedestrian bridges are required in locations where typical drainage
channel crossings spans anywhere from 50’ to 200’. These bridges may be typical pre-fabricated
designs, but should always strive to be a step above the customary steel bridge design.
From a user’s perspective, bridges should be at least as wide as the trail; preferably one to two feet
wider on each side. This is so pedestrians can stop and view the adjacent scenery without obstructing
the trail. Any bridge that is specifically designated for bicycle traffic must have appropriate railing
for bicyclists. Texas has adopted the AASHTO Bridge Design Specifications requirement that railing of
bridges that are designated for bicycle traffic should be a minimum of 54 inches high with the same
restrictions on openings as for pedestrian railing.
Pedestrian railing openings between horizontal or
vertical members must be small enough that a 4-inch
sphere cannot pass through them in the lower 27
inches. For the portion of pedestrian railing that
is higher than 27 inches, openings may be spaced
such that an 8-inch sphere cannot pass through them.
Decking material should be firm and stable. Bridge
approaches and span should not exceed 5% slope
for ADA access.
Bridges should accommodate maintenance vehicles if
necessary. Bridge structures should be out of the 100year floodplain. Footings should be located on the
outside of the stream channel at the top of the stream
bank. The bridge should not constrict the floodway.
All bridges and footings in the stream corridor will
need to be designed by a registered geotechnical or
structural engineer. Cost, design and environmental
compatibility will dictate which structure is best for
the trail corridor.
Underpasses provide a more direct route to go
under a busy street. From the standpoint of a user,
underpasses should be well lit and attractive, and
most of all project a sense of security. A minimum
clearance of 8’ is recommended, but 10’ is preferred.
All vehicular bridges added in Abilene in the future
that cross an identified potential trail corridor should
be designed to accommodate a “shelf” for a trail.
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Floodplain Corridors and Trail Opportunities
Significant floodplain corridors occur along the existing creeks in Abilene. These corridors create
an excellent network for future trails. Along some creeks, such as Elm Creek, most of the corridor
is privately owned and has little or no room for trails. Along other corridors, such as Cedar Creek,
development has stayed away
from the creek, resulting in a
much more open and available
zone for trails. Beyond the
major corridors, attention should
be focused on the smaller,
localized drainage areas that
can be designed to become
neighborhood features and
positive attributes rather than
unattractive negative elements.
The flood zones in Abilene are
shown on this page.
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Cedar Creek

Cedar Creek in Will Hair Park

Cedar Creek is probably the most prominent creek
in Abilene. It feeds into the southern end of Lake Fort
Phantom after traversing the entire eastern portion of
the City from Kirby Lake. It passes through several of
the existing parks in Abilene including Will Hair Park,
Stevenson Park, MLK Park, Cal Young Park, and Kirby
Park. It flows on the east side of Treadaway within
a half mile from the downtown area. Constructing a
trail along this creek will provide an extensive northsouth corridor for the citizens of Abilene. It has the
potential to connect to not only parks but to several
neighborhoods, the Abilene Christian University
campus and the trails there. The creek is also fairly
close to Hardin Simmons University and Hendrick
Medical Center, and could connect to both of these
destinations. Portions of Cedar Creek are vegetated
with trees. The floodplain of the creek is extensive,
and has resulted in the buyout of homes along the
creek over the past several decades.
The trail could be developed in phases. The first
phase would be Will Hair Park to Kirby Park. The
second phase will be Kirby Park to Lake Kirby Park.
A third phase could be to extend the trail north from
Will Hair Park to Sea Bee Park at Lake Fort Phantom
long term.

Cedar Creek in Kirby Park
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Cat Claw Creek

Cat Claw Creek runs from the vicinity
of C.W. Gill Park and S. 14th Street
northward to the vicinity of Interstate
Highway 20. The corridor is almost entirely
channelized, but some revegetation
of trees has occurred. The corridor is
approximately 12.5 miles in length. Except
where passing through parks, the corridor
has very little room for trails. However,
the creek connects four major parks in
the central part of the City, and can be a
catalyst to revitalize a key area of north
Abilene. This plan recommends that a trail
and landscape beautification be used as
a method of investing in the north and
central areas of the City, with a potential
impact as significant as any other urban
renewal project. The illustration on this
page represents a view of what the creek
could look like in a revitalized state. Grant
and community development funds may be
used to help fund the development of this
corridor.
The first phase of redevelopment should be
from Sears Park to Rose Park. A second
phase is proposed from Rose Park to Red
Bud Park.
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Little Elm Creek

Little Elm Creek runs throughout the
far west side of Abilene then feeds
into of Elm Creek. This creek passes
through Scarborough Park and near the
undeveloped University Park. This creek
also extends south of Scarborough Park
through Dyess Air Force Base.
Building a trail corridor along this creek
can provide a great form of exercise for
the military residents and a way for their
families to get to Scarborough Park and the
schools that are nearby. This corridor also
could provide an attractive linear park for
the western side of the City. The Little Elm
corridor extends for approximately 5 miles
from Dyess Air Force Base to IH-20.

University Park is located near Little Elm Creek
Little Elm Creek in Scarborough Park
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Elm Creek

Elm Creek is another prominent creek that
runs through Abilene. This creek is on the
northwest side of the City and starts at
the base of Lake Fort Phantom. It passes
from Sea Bee Park near to North Park.
Once Elm Creek is inside the Loop, it is
mostly constrained by properties that back
up the creek. Steep banks provide few
opportunities for trails in this area. Efforts
to preserve frontage along the creek
should focus on the portions of the creek
north of IH-20 where future development
will occur.

Elm Creek near Lee Park
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Lytle Creek

Lytle Creek flows throughout the southeast
portion of Abilene. It starts at the base of
Lytle Lake and runs past the ETJ limits. As
the City of Abilene continues to grow and
develop this area, special attention should
be given to permanently preserving access
to the creek corridor and the opportunities
for trails that it provides. If developed
properly, the trails could connect to
development along the southern portions of
the loop, to the neighborhoods around Lytle
Lake, and extend over via street corridors
to Kirby Lake and Lake Kirby Park.
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Lytle Creek can create a connection from Kirby Lake to Lytle Lake in the southeast portion of Abilene
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Buck Creek and Rainey Creek

Both of these creeks are located in the
northeast portion of the City. Buck Creek
starts at the base of Lake Fort Phantom.
It currently does not pass through any
developed areas. However, if the City
starts to expand beyond its current city
limits, Buck Creek will play an important
role in providing future trails. Since it
does connect to the lake, the trails built
along Buck Creek can be a great asset in
attracting future residents and businesses to
this portion of the City.
Rainey Creek feeds into Cedar Creek. It
currently connects to Nelson Wilson Park,
Grover Nelson Park, and the Abilene Zoo.
There are trails within Grover Nelson Park
that can be connected to this proposed
trail corridor. Rainey Creek is also near
Abilene Christian University and the county
fair grounds. Constructing trails along this
corridor will be a great way of connecting
all of these destinations to one another.
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Kirby Lake

Kirby Lake is located in the southern portion
of Abilene. It is much smaller than Lake Fort
Phantom and the water is not recommended
for swimming. However, there is a park on
the east side of the lake and athletic fields
used for little league games.
Trails can provide a location for fitness
activities and for nature viewing along
the edge of the lake. Where necessary
because of an existing gun range, a trail
that surrounds the lake may have to travel
adjacent to roadways in some segments.
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Lake Fort Phantom

The long term development plan for Lake
Fort Phantom recommends that a trail be
built that travels around the perimeter of
the lake, a distance of over 20 miles. The
trail would be built in segments over time,
and could provide excellent views of the
open lake and natural areas around it.
Individual trail segments should be
incorporated into the development plan for
each neighborhood sector, and could be
included as a condition of development.
Initial trail development should focus on
two areas. A trail around Johnson Park
at the northern end of the lake could be
incorporated into proposed development
in that area. While a trail across the dam
would be a highly scenic route, the narrow
width of the top of the dam would require
that such a trail be structural in nature and
would greatly increase its cost.
Nature trails should also be planned at the
southern end of the lake with connections to
Sea Bee Park.
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1st Street Railroad Corridor

Efforts in the past to secure permission from
the Union Pacific Railroad to include a trail
in the 1st Street linear park corridor have
not been successful. However, this corridor
in the middle of the City and is one of the
few east/west corridors in Abilene. It could
become a dramatic amenity in the future if
it could be developed.
A linear 12’ wide trail with a fence along
North 1st Street could be proposed to the
railroad. The 4’ high fence could deter
pedestrians from accessing the tracks
under most circumstances, and the trail
could incorporate bricks and decorative
pavement to make it an attractive addition.
Because of the high traffic capacity that
South and North 1st Streets provide, a
second alternative could be converting one
lane of North 1st Street into a pedestrian
corridor.
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Trail Recommendations
The creation of new trail corridors in Abilene should be one of the highest priorities over the next five
to ten years. Many of these recommendations have been considered for over 30 years. They offer the
opportunities to transform major sections of the City through beatification and by providing interesting
and unique park facilities. Pursue the development of the following ten corridors over the next decade.
▪ Cedar Creek Linear Park - Create a linear park along Cedar Creek from Will Hair Park to
Lake Kirby Park (in phases). Use a concrete surface that can be inundated without damage.
Include amenities, but try to align the trail near vegetation along the creek where little additional
landscaping is required. Include interpretive signs and outdoor classroom locations. Use a 10’
minimum width to allow for extensive use of the trail. Provide security lighting at key nodes. Phase 2
will be from Kirby Park to Lake Kirby Park.
▪ Cat Claw Creek Linear Park - Develop an “urban” linear park along Cat Claw Creek, and where
necessary, along adjacent streets and parkway rights of way. Develop in phases from Sears Park
to Cobb Park, then from Cobb Park to the downtown area and Rose Park, then finally to Highway
83/84 and Red Bud Park. Include landscaping and amenities such as benches, low seating walls,
decorative lighting, and public art. This corridor may only allow for an 8’ wide trail.
▪ Little Elm Creek Trail - Develop the initial two to three mile segment of trail along Little Elm Creek
from Scarborough Park to University Park. Pursue the acquisition of easements or right of way to
allow for the trail as needed. This trail provides a linear park opportunity on the western side of the
City.
▪ Kirby Lake Trail - Create access points and overlooks along the perimeter of the lake. Existing
paths and trails are already largely in place. Enhancements such as parking and other amenities
are required to promote use of the trail and extending the trail around the southern portion of the
lake is needed.
▪ Lake Fort Phantom Trail - Create a trail around Johnson Park in the northern area of the lake,
as well as begin to establish nature trails at the southern marshy portions of the lake. Time trail
development to interact with the ongoing redevelopment of the lake edges.
▪ 1st Street Trail - Continue to pursue the placement of a trail along the southern side of North 1st
Street.
▪ Additional Lake Fort Phantom Trails - Create lake side trails that link parks and neighborhoods
around the lake with the first phase from Sea Bee Park to Johnson Park. Stress the idea of creating
a different kind of community with unique amenities.
▪ North Cedar Creek Linear Park - Create an additional segment that continue north from Will Hair
Park to Lake Fort Phantom and Sea Bee Park.
▪ Lytle Creek Trail - Developing a trail south of Lytle Lake along the creek will provide a hike and
bike amenity for the southeastern portion of the City. This trail should then connect to Kirby Lake
along drainage ways and existing streets.
▪ Rainey Creek Trail - This is the primary corridor for the northeastern portion of the City that will
connect Grover Nelson Park to Sea Bee Park. This will be a key trail connection as the area begins
to develop.
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